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October S, 1998

Study of I Corinthians focus
of 67th annual lectureship
by Allen Busby
Bison stiff writer

This past week, Harding hosted its 67th
annual Lectureship.
This year's theme was "The Church of
God in a Pagan World, A Study in First Corinthians." Visitors and speakers came from
various places around the country. Many
were returning to Harding as alumni but
others were making their first visit to the
campus.
The Lectureship began with an hour-long
congregational singing, followed by speaker
Landon Saunders.
Monday held a full day of activities including three different class sessions with
an array of topics lead by teachers and
speakers from Harding and elsewhere.

There was a Bible forum Monday which included speeches from Howard Norton and
Furman Kearley and a question and answer
session followed. Two lectures were held
Monday by Prentice Meador Jr. and Harold
Hazelip. A scholar's forum, presented by
Wendell Willis, was held after the lecture
Monday night.
Tuesday and Wednesday held the same
schedule with theme lectures by Carl Mitchell, Ken Durham, Nick Hamilton, and
Jimmy Allen.
Speakers in chapel were Evertt W. Huffard, who spoke on the theme "We Preach
Christ." Jimmy Adcox spoke on the theme
"You are the Temple of the Holy Spirit" on
Tuesday, and Ken Neller spoke on the theme
"Competing in the Games."

Open House visitors to arrive
by Angie Treat
Bison staff writer

This weekend more than 200 families and
approximately220 prospective students are
expected to attend Open House 1990.
"We' ve registered more parents this year
than any other year," Greg ThyJor, Assistant
Director of Alumni Relations, said. "It's a
thing that seems to be growing with much
enthusiasm."
Alumni Relations has planned activities
such as, campus tours, universitylJrogram
presentations and a barbecue hOISted by Harding's president, Dr. David Burks, and his
wife. Parents are also invited to attend Pr:iday and Saturday's Bison football games.
"We've reserved rows of stadium seats for
the parents so they can watch the football

LECTURESHIP. The 67th annual
Fall Lectureship brought people of all ages
to Harding's campus. The lectureship
ended Wednesday.
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ENTERTAINMENT: Thnight'
Tim Settimi will be performing
in the Benson. Settimi does stand-up
mime, ventriloquism, song parodies,
pratfall roller skating, and more. Show
starts at 7:30.
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FOOTBALL: Thmorrow the
Bisons play the University of
Central Arkansas here at 7 p.m.

NATION: President Bush bas
decided to sell $7.5 billion in
~ponry to Saudi Aolbia, and to
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(See story inside, page 8.)
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OPEN
· · ·Today
through Sunday is Open

House Weekend.
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BIDS: Club bids will be
delivered on Sunday from

.
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FASI'ER AND LOUDER. Randy Foster,

i)

POST OFFICE: Because mall
is going out earlier now than
~y, mail must be at the post of.ce no later than 2:30 p.m. for assured
departure.
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one-half of country duo Foster and
Lloyd, rips it up on the Benson stage.
The band was the opening act for
Restless Heart.

game," Taylor said.
Open House not only allows parents to see
their children but also provides an opportunity for university staff and faculty to
become acquainted with the parents.
"Many parents come to Open House to see
what their kids experience, but this also
gives Dr. Burks and the faculty a chance to
meet the parents of the kids they see everyday," Thylor said.
Open House also provides parents the opportunity to learn about Harding. "Open
house is designed to be an enjoyable time for
parents:' Carter lambert, Director of Alumni Relations, said. "It's a time for the extended family to learn about the immediate
family of Harding University and be proud
of the Harding experience."

~

billion in 199L

CLUBS: October 8-12 is
PLEDGE WEEK.

SPIKE: Tuesday night, Lady
Bisons volleyball team plays
SAU in the new gym.

f.l!m

ask Congress' consent for another $14

~

SPENDING: Consumer spending rose 0.5 percent in August,
ting that the consumer consumption remained reasonably strong despite
the Persian Gulf oil-price shock.

OPINION
Changes change perspective
during weekend trip home
One of the most difficult yet most elementary lessons I
have had to learn about life is that things change. Sure, that
is hardly a startling revelation and it is so simple I wouldn't
dare question the truth in this statement. But when it comes
to applying this in my life, it is still hard to accept.
I have always loved going home because I see it as stable
and comforting. I have my own bed that is not connected
to any wall. My room shelters my childhood treasures and
prized possessions: my clown collection, my stuffed
animals, old pictures, even my high school homecoming
mums, which have miraculously retained their gaudiness
over the years. Most of my things are just how I left them
in August.
But sometimes when I go home, I find that things have
changed in my absence. The gas station I always went to
was torn down. Or the restaurant my family always
patronized burned . Often I hear of high school buddies
who have flunked out of college or gotten pregnant. And
suddenly they seem like strangers, completely different
from the young, hopeful faces I see in my old yearbook.
It is at these times that the trip home seems unfamiliar
and unsteady.
I had such a trip only a few months ago. I went to the
church in which I grew up and found things had drastically
changed. The Wilsons had divorced four months ago. The
new youth minister, who I thought couldn't possibly be
as able as my youth minister, was there. The Grows, a
much-loved family in our church, were moving to Memphis. The Jollys, a family I considered "perfect," had been
fractured and hurt by their recent divorce. Laura, who is
a year younger than I am, was giddy with pre-wedding
plans, and my ex-boyfriend was engaged to a girl I felt
sure he couldn't have known for long.
All of these changes caught me off guard. I had expected
the church to be solid for me, particularly in the uncertainty of my senior year. But there was no constancy here.
As we began to sing, I was lost in my problems. But
then I heard the song I had been singing:
Leaning, leaning, safe and secure from all alarms

Leaning, leaning, leaning on the everlasting arms.
I began to feel better and slowly realized what I had been
missing throughout my visit home. I had been relying upon
"things" like buildings, people and memories fur my sense
of stability. When these "things" changed, I felt lost. I
had forgotten to rely upon God, who never changes and
is always there for me.
I know if I concentrate on this, I will eventually learn
to accept changes as challenges rather than hindrances.
It may take a while to learn, and I may never part with
those old, ugly mums, but I know I can always lean on
an unchanging God.
- KE
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God's voice heard through sounds of silence
Insomnia. Call it stress, senior panic or something else;
whatever it is, the same ailment that plagued King
Nebuchadnezzar has been keeping me up at night.
I see the clock radio's luminous dial, a glowing blur to
my nearsighted gaze, and the shadows that streak the
cinderplock walls with angry slashes of golden white.
I feel the weight of my down comforter, pressing my
back and legs until it becomes too heavy to bear. I shrug
it off and lie there, feeling the stillness, a weight just as
heavy. A strand of hair, still damp from my shower, creeps
across the pillow to tickle my forehead.
I brush it away and sit up to squint at the clock again,
only to bury my face in the pillow in frustration. The smell
of freshly-laundered sheets conjures up images of home.
But mostly in the hours I lie there, still and small, I've
begun to listen - not to hear, but to listen. It's amazing
how, when the other senses are dulled, the one that is not
becomes more acute. I hear a cricket crooning his lullaby
in vain, a dripping fuucet, a slamming door above my head
- just a few of the joys of dorm life. I hear my roommate's asthmatic breathing, mimicking the pattern of my
own. Beneath that drones the steady hum of engines as
Harding's security forces circle the parking lot on their
nightly patrol. But under it all lies the loudest sound of
all - silence.
I listen carefully, gradually becoming more and more
aware of its insistent presence until it is deafening to my
ears. It echoes, loudly, and I wonder if everyone hears
silence in the same key. And then I wonder if I can really

hear silence at all, or if it is merely an echo of the activity within my own head, of supercharged cells too tired
to sleep, prancing in a frenzied polka between my ears.
I wonder.
But one lesson I've learned in the hours while I lie there:
In that silence, in the pervading quiet, is when God speaks
the loudest. When to-do lists and the Meaning of Life take
a mental backseat to the mystery of God, His voice is its
most soothing and protective.
On one of those nights, the night when these words were
scrawled across the desktop with a stub of pencil, I reached
for my trusty concordance on the shelf a'!>ove my head.
"In vain you rise early and stay up late, toiling fur food
to eat - for he grants sleep to those he loves" (Psalm

127:2).
Not eJQictly what I had in mind, so I read on to
something more reassuring:
"He will not let your foot slip; he who watches over
you will not slumber. Indeed, he who watches over Israel
will neither slumber nor sleep.
"The Lord watches over you; the Lord is your shade
at your right hand. The sun will not harm you by day, nor
the moon by night.
"The Lord will keep you from all harm; he will watch
over your life. The Lord will watch your coming and going both now and forevermore." (Psalm 123:-8)
I sleep soundly and peacefully, comforted by the
knowledge that my God is everywhere.

-CP
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Camvus View
by Conni Clutter and Matthew Birch
Bison staff writeri

What is your favorite sport, your favorite team, and why?

Djivid Bailey
Searcy, Ark.
I like soccer, and my favorite
team is Italy.

John Harrison
Henderson, Thnn.

My favorite sport is basketball and my favorite team
would probably be the Lakers
because they're good.

., ~·~

~
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Christy Myers
Memphis, Thnn.
I like football. The Bears,
because they're big and cuddly:

Angie Beach
North Little Rock, Ark.
I guess football would be it,
and I guess I'm supposed to say
the Bisons because I go to
Harding.

Scott Lacey
Searcy, Ark.
My favorite sport would probably have to be football since
I've played it, and it's the only
sport I'm good at:, but I really
don't have a favorite team. I
just like to see people get hit.

.-." · -·!
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Gas prices: more in Europe and Canada
by Don Diff"me, guest columnist
In the mid 1970's, the service station attendant said, "Fill
it up?" Reluctantly, I replied, "Fill it up." He opened the
cash drawer and said, "Fill it up." I filled it up. Then he
filled my gas tank, doubling the value of my old, gas guzzling car.
By the mid 1980's, the pendulum had swung to the other
extreme. I breezed into the service station in my new, fuelefficient model and happily challenged the attendant to "fill
it up." He moaned, "I haven't seen gas prices this low since

it was put in the trolling motor of Noah's ark."
Today, those high gas prices again make us feel as if
we are "paying through the hose." Fact is, it's $1 more
per gallon in Canada - $2 more in parts of Europe. In
real terms, we have the least expensive gas in the industrialized world.
What really drives gas prices? Replacement costs, spot
market prices and buyer-seller psychology will always
determine feedstock prices downstream into refmeries,
wholesale markets and retail outlets. Prices at the pump
usually rise 2.5 cents per gallon for each $1 increase in
crude oil prices:
Have we been "fuelish"? Not really. We have grown 54
percent in real GNP since 1973; and we did it with only
9 percent more energy. We're not "energy pigs" any more
than our children whom we push to go on in school are
"education pigs". Yes, we use 25 percent of the world's
oil flow. We prOduce (and sell to ourselves and others)
25 percent of the world's goods and services.
Do we realize how far we've come? Our 1990 cars go
twice as far on a.gallon of gas compared to 1973 (28.3 vs.
14.2). Trucks have shown a 50 percent improvement. The
equipment in our houses, cars, factories, aircraft are 30
percent to 60 percent more efficient than 20 years ago.
Total residential fuel bills have held steady for the last
decade, despite an increase of 20 million dwellings.
These improvements put us ahead of every major
Western trading partner, and almost equal with Japan, in
terms of energy efficiency gains. Japan has one-fifth of
the cars and a total land mass that would fit inside the state
of Montana. Oil now powers 6 percent of our electrical
energy, compared to 17 percent in 1973. Today, Arkansas'
electrical power is 85 percent nuclear and 15 percent
hydroelectric.
Since 1973, we have quietly weaned ourselves partly
away from the Persian Gulf oil. By the summer of 1990,
11 percent of our total U. S. consumption of oil was from
the Perisan Gulf- Iraq (2.6 percent), Kuwait (1.0 percent), and Saudi Arabia (7.1 percent). Another 11 percent
comes from non-Arab OPEC members. And the remaining 23 percent comes from other countries. Ail total, we
import 45 percent of our oiL
We ha>e been pumping oil domestically for 130 years.
We are down lo averaging .i9 barrels a day from our
American wells (compared to 240 barrels per well each
day in the Persian Gulf). So where do we go from here?
Our strength and future is in coal, natural gas, and nuclear
power. With environmental considerations, we will also
have to lap into our western off-shore continental shelf for
new, major oil reserves.
To be sure, America's primary economic goal must be
to guarantee a stable supply of reasonably priced oil. Twothirds of the world's oil stock is in the Persian Gulf, as
is one-fourth of the world's current flow of crude oil. Those
oil imports which came from Iraq and Kuwait are being
replaced in the short run by switching purchases. Sustaining these adjustments in the long run will be difficult,
everything considered.
Do we have another energy crisis because we still import 45 percent of our oil and are wasteful? No, the planet's
energy crisis is that oil provides 40 percent of the energy
and that two-thirds of known oil reserves are in the Persian Gulf which has been a permanent ''powder keg" for
millennia. Not to go unoticed, the only refmery in the entire Persian Gulf that could produce jet fuel was in Kuwait.
This poses no small logistical problem for the allied
military buildup.
Oil reserves in Iraq and Kuwait alone are 200 billion
barrels. We use 17 million barrels a day. American troops

could be in the Persian Gulf for years, decades. We cannot simply withdraw and cross our fingers that there will
be no more such crises. We have embarked on a course
that will require collective resolve, diplomatic savvy and
a mega amount of manpower and equipment. It will also
add about 10 percent to the size of the federal budget
deficit.
Although domino theories have been out of vogue lately with the thaw in East-West relations, consider this
scenario. A major oil cutoff would surely hobble Europe
and Japan. As major trading partners, their economic implosion could throw our economy into a freefall.
Abe Lincoln said it best (on the Donahue Show, I think),
"You can 'fuel' all of the people some of the time, and
you can 'fuel' some of the people all of the time... but you
can't 'fuel' all the people all the time."
One big winner in short run? Russia is the world's largest
oil producer; oil exports account for 40 percent of the
USSR's hard currency income. The rise in oil prices will
partially rescue the Soviet economy. Ironically, that will
impair the USSR's primary customers: fuel inefficient
Eastern Europe.
If gas prices go up or stay high, what else would result?
New England will' be hurt the most in heating oil costs
this winter. Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana, and Alaska
economies will pick up (Mexico and Venezuela, too). Price
inflation could rise one-half percent, resulting in less
downward pressure on interest rates. U.S. exports could
weaken with a stronger dollar - strengthened as it's a safe
haven in times of uncertainty. However, that makes exports more expensive.
What about those surging prices at the pump? Price increases for gasoline and heating oil that result from the
recent upheavals in the Middle East won't be as great as
feared or as high as those experienced during past oil crunches. The price of crude oil rose 400 percent in-1973-74
and 300 percent in 1979-80.
This is our fourth energy crisis. In 1973, Arab nations
refused to sell to Israel's allies, then tripled prices. In 1980,
Iran's revolution and the Iran-Iraq war resulted in panic
buying led by Japan, and that resulted in oil prices increasing to an all-time high of $40 a barrel. In 1986, Saudi
Arabia flooded the market, drove prices down to $12 a
barrel_ and effectively eliminated, for at least five years,
some of our recoverable reserves.
Is oil merely "another commodity"? No, it powers the
engine of our market economy and fortl1ies our national
defense. We cannot have it both ways. We cannot have lowpriced, off-shore fuel from unstable foreign sources while
we sacrifice our strategic defense capability and our own
recoverable energy reserves. Pay your money and take your
\..:bGi(-~.

So, what are lne energy-economtc fa<.:ts of life'!' i hose
who lobby against coal-fired power plants, nuclear energy,
and off-shore drilling in our own backyard are going to
have to be more reasonable, or we'll have to shut down
the country and return it to the Indians.
How can we fight back against the painful swings in
world oil prices? Implement a countervailing tariff
whenever the price drops below $25 a barrel. If the price
falls to $20, the fee would be $5. When and if the price
goes up above $25 again, this variable import fee disappears. The revenue generated can be used to refill our
Strategic Petroleum Reserve. If the price goes above $25,
oil could be released from the Strategic Petroleum Reserve
to dampen the price increase. In effect, we would buy low
and sell high, at the expense of the Middle East's oil cartel.
It's a tough job, and we've got to do it.
In the meantime, as we pull ourselves together and hang
loose, are there worse things than another energy crisis?
Sure. Having an identity crisis and an energy crisis at the
same time: not knowing who we are and being too tired
to find out.

-------------------------------------~

Dr. Diffine is Director of the Belden Center for PriVa.te
Enterprise Education and Professor of Economics at Harding University, Searcy, Arkansas.
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Campus conference discusses
combining of literature and faith
by Lori Rose
Bison staff writer

THE CAST of 'My Fair Lady' rehearses for its upcoming production. Tickets for
the Homecoming musical are available in the Benson from 2-4 p.m. on Thesdays
and Thursdays.

'My Fair Lady' cast and chorus
prepare for Homecoming musical
by Bryan Pistole
Bison staff writer

The 1990 Homecoming musical has begun
production.
This year it will be My Fair Lady under
the direction of Robin Miller. Miller says
things are coming along nicely and so far
he is very pleased with how things are
looking.
The play, set in early 1900's London, is the
story of Eliza Doolittle, a flower girl who
sells flowers on the side of the road to make
a living.
The class structure of the time period is
very distinct and Eliza is a member of the
lower class. She is a cockney, which me&.ns
she has a very distinct accent and lifestyle.
She meets with a couple of upperclass
men, Henry Higgins and Colonel Pickering,
who are dialecticians. She convinces them
to give her lessons on improving her speech.
The two men agree to do so but they also
decide to go further.
They want to improve her manners,
speech, and every other social aspect to the
point where she could pass for anyone. They ·
want to present her at large important social
gatherings of the upper class to show off
their work.
The project starts off as just a simple silly challenge. Neither of them expects love

to come into the picture.
The musical contains many big productionnlllhbers with(!()Stumes from streetrags
to elegant gowns, with _a large cast including
JOhn Scott as Henry Higgins, Chris Nuthak
as Colonel Pickering, and India Medders as
Eliza Doolittle.
Other cast members include Anlaura
Leek, Chuck RDe, Jamey Jamison, Bob
Boaz, Ethan Brown, Charlie Jarrett,
Mavenee Mays, Heidi Ballinger, Tim
Chrisman, Dawn Cantrell, Christine Cresy,
Neil Floyd, Heather McGaugblin, Suzanne
Perry, David Rubio, Thm.my Spencer; Jennifer Folding, Jeff Thrwiliger, Bryan Burch,
Laura Rice, Dave Adams, Kri~tee Lively,
Greg Gaskie, and-R enee Rose. In the chorus
are Laura Casey, Jason Hewitt, Anlaura
Leek, Keith Moore, Laura Qualls, Diane
Roff, Minda Ruggles, Sondra Smith, Denise
Anderson, Kaci'Bolls, Shannon Horner, Jenniler Noland, Robinel Randall, Adam
Schmidt, James Sparks, Kacy UQderwood,
Rod Bradley, Greta Casey, Allen Clements,
Amy Grant, Beth Anne Scott, and Jonathan
Vest.
The show is scheduled for Friday and
Saturday of Homecoming weekend. Tickets
are on sale Tuesdays and Thursdays in the
Benson from 2-4 p.m. Tickets are $4.50 for
students.

Want to Get Home For
Thanksgiving the Cheapest Way?
Book Now and Save
• Airline Tickets
• Ski Trips
• Honeymoons

We sell beautiful memories

WORLD TRAVEL, INC.
912 E. Race -

Searcy

268-4291
(Just one block off campus)

The Conference on Christianity and
Literature, an international, interdisciplinary society allied with the Modern
Language Association, is dedicated to exploring relationships between Christianity
and Literature.
Organized in 1956 and incorporated as a
non-profit organization, CCL n,ow has about
1,600 membe.r s from a variety of religious
traditions and academic institutions. Its
quarterly, Christianity and Literature, is indexed in the MLA Annual Bibliography.
Although CCL's orientation is scholarly,
not pietistic, the conference encourages an
understanding of the interplay of literature
and faith and encourages fellowship among
its members.
The conference featured Jerry Daniel,
editor of CSL: Bulletin of the New York C.
S. Lewis Society, at the dinner meeting on
Sept. 28. His presentation, "The Primal

Sympathy: Deference or Disdain as a
Wellspring of Poetry," addressed matters of
concern to the conference. A full-time
minister, Daniel has served Churches of
Christ in Illinois, Mississsippi, Wyoming and
New Jersey, where he now lives. He has a
bachelor's degree from Harding University, three master's degrees in Bible, speech,
and history and a Ph.D. in Classical History
from Rutgers University.
Several other alumni spoke at the conference including: Sherry Organ, Linda
Adams Barnes, Ed Madden, and Robert
Lawrence.
Dennis Organ, director of the English
department here at Harding, said that he
was pleased with the attendance for the conference which was held Sept. 28-29. Another
benefit of the conference was that members
of Sigma Tau Delta, the honor society for
English majors, were able to participate.
This is the second time that the CCL has
been conducted on the campus of Harding
University, the first being in 1978.

Mellon Fellowships now available
to seniors seeking graduate studies
by Mary McWilliams
Bison staff writer

Mellon Fellowships in the Humanities are
available for seniors or recent graduates in
the humanities, history, or American studies
fields planning to enter a graduate school.
Approximately 100 Fellowships from the
foundation are being awarded in the 1991
competition.
Winners of the Mellon Fellowships may
take their awards to the graduate school of
their choice in the United States or Canada.
When chosen for the scholarship, students

will receive $12,000 plus payment of tuition
and standard fees.
Candidacy must be initiated by a nomination from a faculty member. The deadline
for nominations is Nov. 5, 1990. The application deadline is Dec. 3, 1990.
"Although the Mellon Fellowships are
designed to be highly competitive, several
Harding students have been selected for the
awards in the past," said Dr. Evan Ulrey,
professor of communication.
Students interested in the Mellon
Fellowships may contact Dr. Ulrey at ext.
4638 for details.

For Sale
Property on the corner of East Race & Moss
Adjoins Captain D's
Anyone interested in a Pancho's Mexican Restaurant
franchise for this property should call

Lynn Davis
Davis Real Estate • 724-5204

Would you like to earn money while you
are working or going to class and at the
same time establish your own credit? * For
a very low cost - no credit check & no
security deposit you can have a Mastercard guaranteed, & make money at the
same. time. * For more information call or
write for details.

Joan of Arc Distribution, Inc.
1321 S. W. 16th Terr. #103
Cape Coral, Florida 33991
1-800-648-0682 or 1-813-772-4092
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Spring Sing is 'dream come true' for hostesses
by Desiree Rees
Bison staff writer

This year four young ladies will host
Spring Sing 91.
Anna Conleyjs an accounting major from
Searcy. She is a second semester junior and
will graduate next December. She wants to
go into departJ+t~t storemanagemenl''I
have some leads, not job offers exactly. But
I'll start intel'\ljewing in the spring," Conley
says.
Conley is a member of Ko Jo Kai, on the
executive council for Concert Choir, chairman of the College Republicans, a member
of the accounting club Pi Gamma Psi, and
is involved with the American Studies Institute. She enjoys drama, reading, and
shopping. She adds, "Eventually I want to
own my own department store." For now
though, she is a salesperson at Lefler's. Conley also likes children, and she loves to
travel. ''Every summer since I was six years
old, rve gone out of be country because my
parents help sponsor campaign groups."
For her p~liminary auditions, Conley
sang " Someone That I Used 'lb l.nve" by
Barbara Streisand. For the finals, she sang
another one of Streisand's songs, "Secondhand Rose," and "Wishing You Were
Somehow Here Again'' from Phantom of the
Opera. "Being Spring Sing hostess has been
a dream for me since I was three or four
years old; I've been around it for so many
years. -This is just real exciting - a very
fulfilling feeling. I'm glad to have the chance
to do what I've wanted to do for so many
years.''
Julie Svymbersky is a senior advertising
major from Derby, Kan. After graduation
sbe bas several options inmind. She may go
to Nashville and enter a contemporary
Cbl'istian recording career or work at
Opryland again. Also, she may look into
entertainment on cruise lines.
Svymbersky is on the creative staff at
Cranford Johnson Robinson Woods &
Associates, an advertising agency in Little
Rock. In addition to her s_inging, she likes
running and playing softball She is a
member of the social club Ju Go Ju, Vice
President of Fundraising for the American
Marketing Association, and is involved in
the American Studies Institute.
"This is different. I'm excited about doing something new with it. I think the approach will be fun for everybody. We're going modem. Each hostess iS going to try to
project ber awn personality on stage. I think
that'll be good for ea~ of Us." Julie iS excited about getting to work with all her
fellow hostesses. But she adds, ''It makes it
really special to be working with my close
friend, Anna.''
Marisa Thomas is a music education major from Irving, Texas. She is a senior and
will graduate next December. As far as a
career goal, Marisa explains, ..I want to
teach music at the elementary school and
theater in high school. I plan on getting my
masters in theater, pro~bly at the University of Texas at Arlington or a t Northern
Texas University."
Thomas loves to work with children. "For
the past two summers I have interned at
camp for the Church of Christ.'' Right now
much of Marisa's time is occupied with planning musicals. She is assistant director of
both the fall musical, My Fair Lady, and of
the student production, "Christmas
Wishes.''
For her preliminary auditions she sang
"Break It To Me Gently" by Juice Newton,
and for finals she also sang "Pour on the
Power" from Sandi Patti.
Thomas remarks, "Being chosen as
Spring Sing hostess is a dream come true.
It's been a goal of mine ever since my
freshman year in high school when I came
to Harding and saw Spring Sing. This is one

of my first dreams to ever come true. And
it just seems all the more special to be the
first ones in a unique situation- four girls.
1 know we'll have a lot of fun, and I'm just
reall¥ excited about it! "
Encca Walker is a senior marketing major from Buffalo, N.Y. She will graduate in
May. As far as her career goes, Ericca is still
interviewing. She is getting married in June,
so that has occupied much of her attention
lately. Plans for after their marriage include
settling down in Los Angeles, Calif., where
her fiance will teach political science at

Pepperdine.
Walker enjoys singing, writing poetry,
talking, and fashion coordinating. She adds,
" I'm a very people-oriented person, so 1
guess you could say that my hobbies include
pursuing a social life." Walker is involved
with many groups here on campus. She is
a member of:Regina and of Skotia, a group
which does various activities on campus including preparing for black history month.
She also sings with Good News and the
Silhouettes.
For her preliminary and final auditions,

Walker sang · ~·t Misbehavin" from the
musicaLAin't M1sbehavin'. lrt n!Sponse to
being cbosen as hostess, she explains, ''1 am
really excited! I hosted the show two years
ago, but this one will be more exciting in a
way. This is my la$t year and a great c.hance
to ~ake a special memory. Plus, I was really shocked that they didn't choose any
guys! " She closes, saying, "Although I think
everyone was taken by surprise by four
ladies being chosen, this year's show is going to be-something everyone will really enjoy."

'G;a'sGidV
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microscope.
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diamonds and colored stones. Before your very eyes, we'll show
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·
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Bison cheerleaders root for winning season
by l.eann Morrow
Bi son staff writer

Harding cheerleaders are excited about
this year's winning football season.
Laura Cobb, a Harding cheerleader, is a
sophomore from Bartlesville, Okla. Cobb
has been cheering since the fourth grade. As
she is standing on the sidelines, her main
thought is "to get the crowd going because
the team really needs to hear the crowd yelling."
Cobb feels that there is a special bond between tlie football players and the
cheerleaders here at Harding.
"We do little things like give them candy,
just to let them know that we support them.
The crowd is very school spirited this year,
and the team can feel that spirit, too." Cobb's
only regret is that she "wishes peopl~

wouldn't just go to games for social events.''
Cobb says that she thinks cheerleading
should be considered as a sport, "not to be
compared with football, but more as a performance sport."
Cobb has to manage her time carefully to
fit cheerleading into her busy schedule.
Sometimes she has to study on the way to
a game or cut out some of her club activities.
Her main job as a cheerleader is "to support and motivate the team," said Cobb.
Laurie Griffin is a junior from Searcy,
Ark., who has also been cheering since the
fourth grade. When out on the sidelines, Griffin's main objective is "to get the crowd yelling, get,them to yell with you, and get the
crowd behind the team to support them."
Griffm says that she feels like the football
players and cheerleaders "are one big fami-

ly."
She says that school spirit has picked up
from past years because last year the team
made nationals.
"People want us to win again," she said.
Griffin says that she doesn't just make
time for cheerleading because she has to,
but because she wants to and she loves it so
much.
"I feel honored and privileged to be part
of that family," she said.
The other Harding football cheerleaders
are Tiffany Cook, a senior from Little Rock,
Ark. ; Nicole Dawkins, a senior from Little
Rock, Ark.; Shannon Banks, a senior from
Dewey, Okla.; Ashley House, a sophomore
from Searcy, Ark.; Cindi Jones, a junior
from Little Rock. Ark.; Alisa Malone, a
senior from West Memphis, Ark.

PEP TALK. The football coaches offer encouragement ·to the
last week.

Rivalry to spark Bison, I
UCA's l

by Eric Morgan

•

Bison sports writer

YEA! RAH! The Bison football cheerleaders pose fur their yearly picture. The cheerleaders help bring out team and fim spirit,
especially at home games.

Although it was an extremely cold Thursday evening in Conway, it was also a very
intense evening as well
When the Harding Bisons (4-1) stwmed
UCA (2-3) last November .in the last regular
season game, they prayed to the skeptics, the
fans, andm.o st of all, themselves that they
can play under pressure and win when
everything is on the line.
A touchdown plunge by Chris Hill opened
up the scoring l or Harding in the1989 game
and from that point on, every player on the
Bison squad.felt as if be could not lose. The
fans felt the same way. Mter all, why would
there be more Harding fans than UCA fans
at an away game'?
Those who made the hour-long drive to
Conway witnessed an UDbellevable game
and felt that tbe trip was ~worth it. The
celebration began wben the scoreboard
sbowed a fioa1 16-U in IJal:diog'a fa~
Tbe Bblool Wl'e COideat witb demoralil:iDg
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Christian athletes win just by fmishing the race
by

fohn Bossons

Bison sports wrib!r

Do you not know that in a race all the runners run, but only one gets the prize? Run
in such a way as to get the prize.
Everyone who competes in the games
goes into strict training. They do it to get a
crown that will not last, but we do it to get
a crown that will last forever.
Therefore I do not run like a man running
aimlessly. I do not fight like a man beating
the air.
No, I beat my body and make it my slave
so that after I have preached to others, I
myself will not be disqualified for the prize."
(1 Cor. 9:24-27).
Is there a difference between the Christian
athlete and the athlete who is not a Christian? I think there is a difference, not in
whether one is the better athlete, but they
have distinctively different goals.
Most athletes train hard to achieve goals
they set for themselves, some higher, some
lower. No one likes to fail or to lose. We all
like to be on top or the winner. Thday's society is very competitive, especially in the area
of athletics. We have at our disposal all of
the latest equipment to better ourselves on
the field. But what equipment will we need
to survive off the field or after we no longer
compete?

The Christian athlete does bave an advantage. Not in ability or tbat God will help him
on the field, but be bas a set goal.
"They do it to get a crown that will not
last; but we do it to get a crown that will last
forever." (1 Cor. 9:25). For some athletes
winning and losing is everything. They are
brought up thinking there is only one thing
important, that is to win, which is the crown
that Paul said will not last.
Who won the 1980 Superbowl, the 1976 Wor
Series, or the 1983 NBA Championship? If
you can't remember it's because these goals
or crowns are forgotten; they fade soon. I
think they are important, but not as important as the crown that will last forever.
The Christian athlete has as his main goal
a life with God in eternity. Second are the
titles, the championships, or the crowns that
fade or do not last.
"Run in such a way as to get the prize,"
(1 Cor. 9: 24). Paul was referring here to the
perishable wreath which the Corinthian runners received in the Isthmian games.
Christians who compete in athletics know
that whether they win or lose they have
already won. You train hard and have the
will to win but the Christian athlete must be
able to accept defeat, for they have already
won.

I bave often wondered wbat it must feel
like to compete in front of 50,000 people like
most professional athletes do. Going through
a grueling season and winning the whole
thing. That must be an unbelievable feeling.
There is nothing lonelier though than being
on the other side, the loser making all that
effort, but losing. But to the Christian athlete
they have only lost the perishable prize.
They are competing daily for the prize of
eternity.
Athletes who are not Christians usually
have one goal; to be the best they can be and
to win. This is good, but the Christian athlete
can combine these goals with the one that
lasts forever.
The pressure of competition at higher
levels can be overwhelming. Non-Christian
athletes usually have no one to turn to and
feel that they have failed when losing. A
Christian athlete has an advantage,
although he may fail on the field. There is
something he always strives for: the
everlasting crown. Someone is always there
to pick him up, and realizes it is not the end
of the world.
We may not remember who won the 1980
Superbowl, the 1976 World Series, or the 1988
NBA Championship- all crowns that do not
last. But as Christians, we all remember the
greatest victory ever, Christ's death for us.
No victory has ever been sweeter. The crown
is everlasting and will not perish.
Is there a difference between the Christian
athlete and the athlete who is not a Christian? I think there is. We have all been given
the ability by God to do certain things, some
better than others. No matter whether we
win or lose in competition, let us remember
that as Christians, we have already won the
championship that will never perish or be
forgotten.

Niblett speaks:
fans' support
helps team win
by Tim Yates
Bison sports writer

DRILL TIME. The Bison football team practices hard in their afternoon workout
while preparing for tomorrow's game against UCA.

ragement 1o the Bison herd during an afternoon practice

Harding defense wins over Tech
by Ryan Gjovig

ison, Bear battle

,.

~

UCA's hopes of sole possession of first place
in the AIC, not to mention den~ their *1
NAJA poll status and long winning streak.
Thus, Harding looked ahead to its new
berth into the playoffs and never looked
hack.
It's now a new season, and UCA's scars
run deep. The 1990 season started out slowly for Central Arkansas, bu.t they seem to be
reobunding rather nicely. Due to an injury
to their quarterback, the Bears have lost
their first three games of this season.
However, the next two games have brought
about impressive victories, including a victory over Emporia State, Harding's only loss
this year. Their second win was a 35-14 win
over Ouachita last weekend.
Nearly 11 months have passed since that
unforgettable game, but UCA bas yet to
recover from it. The game may have hurt
their pride a bit, but not their intensity kM!l
Tbere is now a definite and~
UCA rivalry, so look forward to a heavybitting and powerful game Saturday IUght
at Alumni Field

Bison spons editor

The unstoppable force met the immovable
object last Saturday night in Russellville,
and the immovable object won.
In other words, Arkansas Tech's stellar
Run-and-8hoot offense was manhandled by
Harding's vaunted defensive squad, led by
defensive end Kenwick Thompson and
linebacker Tommy Shoemaker, en route to
a 24-10 Bison victory.
How well did Harding's defense play?
They held the fourth-ranked Wonder Boy's
high-powered offense to only 216 yards, 157
less than their season average. They held allworld quarterback Mike Thurice to 151 yards
passing and no touchdown passes. In addition, the Blunder, er, Wonder Boys had four
lost fumbles and were intercepted once by
Lee White.
"We just killed ourselves with turnovers,"
said Tech coach Ken SteDhens. "We knew we
needed to run the bali, but when we got
behind at the half, it put us in a real rough
spot We had to throw and we weren't sharp.
We played terribly on offense. But the bottom line is we just got whipped"
Offeosively, Barding held its own, gaining
213 yards and puttiag 11 points on the board
on bJuchdowu nms by 1lld Niblett and Dar-

rell Biggers and a 37 yard Brent Goodwin
field goal. However, Harding coach larry
Richmond wasn't totally pleased with his
offense.
"Offensively, we can be good if we'll just
settle down and hit the open men," said
Richmond. " ....You've got to give most of the
credit to the defense. They blocked a punt
and scored; they set up another one with an
interception. They just shut them down ... .it
was a very emotional effort. Kenwick
Thompson is a great defensive end."
Monday, Thompson was named NAIA
district 17 player of the week after an 18
tackle, 2 sack performance.
Harding ..... •...... , . •...... 0 21 0 3 -24
Ark. Tech .. . ..... • ........... 7 3 0 0 -10
First quarter
AT- Granger 1 run (Markle kick), 9:10
Second quarter
HAR - Shomeaker recovers blocked punt (Good·
win kick), 13:41
AT- Markle 29 field goal, 8:48
HAR- Niblett 1 run (Goodwin kick), 1:49
HAT- Biggers 3 run (Goodwin kick), :30
Fourth quarter
HAR- Goodwin fr1 field goa!, 9:41

DAR
First downs ... .....................• 8
Total offense .... .. .. ... .......... 2.13
Yards rushing .................•.. Ul'
Yards passing ..................... 92
Passes ....... ... ..... ....... . .. 7·2&-2,
Punts/Avg • .. ..•••.. . ...••••. . .• 7.fr1.7

Fumbles/Lost ....•.. .. • . •...• . .... 1-o
Peaalties/Yards ' .... ' ........ ' •.t-95

ATU
15

216
85
151

17·32·1
3-44.0
4-t
1-5

TY:

What are your thoughts on the
season?
TN: We've been winning and that's all that
matters. This is the best start we've
had since I've been here. (Harding is
4-1)

TY: How are things progressing?
TN: We're playing well, but things haven't
quite picked up yet. But the team's
real close and everybody on the team
pulls together.
TY: How about this week's game withUCA?
TN: They didn't really like us upsetting
them at their home last year. It would
make their whole season to come here
and beat us at home.
TY: How do you think it will compare with
this year's games?
TN: It will definitely be our toughest game
so far. We'll have to play better than
we have all season.
TY: What do you think about the other upcoming games?
TN: The rest of the season will be really
tough. The entire conference is playing well this year. There won't be any
pushovers.
TY: Any closing comments?
TN: Fan support has been fantastic this
season. Especially road trips. last
Saturday at Arkansas Tech was incredible. It makes you feel good to see
that many people want to come so far
to see you play. It makes you want to
play that much better.

l
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National Advisory Board to aid,
enhance American Studies Program
by Julie C. Carey
BisoQ staff writer

ROCK ON. The country music band, Restless Heart, performing in the Benson to
a packed crowd. This was their second appearance on campus.

Restless Heart rolls into Benson,
rocks audience with country hits
by Greg Harrington
Bison staff writer

The Benson was hit by a fast moving train
last week as country act Restless Heart
made a stop in Searcy.
The band consisting of members Greg
J ennings, John Dittrich, larry Stewart., Paul
Gregg, and Dave lnnis bit it big when
according to lead singet Stewart, they,
" chased their dreams to Nashville; Ten-

nessee.''
They appeared last Thursday while touring their latest aJbum, Fast Moving Train.
This is the second lime Restless Heart has
played at Hardint;,. The first time was on
their last tour in 1988.
Crowds s tarted pouring into the Benson
lobby around 7 p.m. Barding students and
White County residents united in hopes of
seeing country music superstars Restless
Hearl. At 7:30p.m. the lights went down and
fans whopped and screamed as opening act
Foster & Lloyd came out on stage. The act
who have been to~g with Restless ffeart,
showcased songs from their latest album
Faster and Louder as well as previously
released material.
Included was a song they had written that
T. Graham Brown and Tanya Tucker made

famous entitled ''Don't Go Out With Him."
Tbey sounded a Jot like Roy Oibison and the
Everly Brothers with a scant taste of the SoDeans. The crowd began getting anxious as
Foster & Lloyd wound down. And after a~ut
a 15- minute jnermission, they went crazy.
The lights went down and RestJess Heart
captivated the audience. Fans left their
seats as the band opened up with " Let the
Heartache Ride'' and followed with hit after
hit such as "That Rock Won't Roll," " Fast
Moving Train,' ' ''Dancy:• "Hi.l.m.mingbird h
and others.
After doing most of their faster stuff, lbey
slowed it down a little with some five-man
harmony versions of some of th.e ir older
tunes. Finally, they stopped playing, said
good night, and walked off the stage.
But the frantic Harding crowd persuaded
them io come back out and do another couple oC songs ~eluding one of their biggest
hits "Why Does It Have To Be." Once again
they said their thank you's and good nights
and strolled off stage. The unrelenting Bison
audience apparently were enthusiastic
enough to entice the Restless Boys back for
a little more. They played, a cco.r ding to
Stewart, their "most requested song" "New York" - and then left the stage for
good and got in their fast moving bus.
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Created over the summer was the National Advisory Board of Harding's
American Studies Institute.
The advisory board, co-chaired by Little
Rock investment banker Jack Stevens and
Wal-Mart founder Sam Walton met for the
first time on Sept. 24. "The advisory board
will provide counsel and advice to
strengthen and enhance the effectiveness of
the American Studies Institute," President
David Burks stated when the board was
created in June.
The advisory board consists of 20
members all of whom are either business,
government or educational leaders. This
group enables the American Studies Institute to have a broader base to provide additional quality educational programs for a
wider audience.
Other things resulting from this creation
are a national newsletter, special programs
designed for high school students and
teachers, and videOs and printed materials
which are to be designed and distributed to
target audiences. Members also asSist in
selection of speakers, topics of discussion,
location of programs, audiences to be
.reached and materials developed and
distributed, Harding also benefits from this
directly by the enlargement of its Youth.
Citizenship seminar.
" We believe Harding University has a
mission to a ccomplish in ,promoting
democracy and the free enterpl'ise system,"

said Burks. "We are strategiciilly positioned
to accomplish this mission now with the
counsel and advice from our advisory
board."

"~

believe Harding University
has a mission to accomplish in
promoting democrncy and the
free ente1prise system."
"The Harding advisory board is to advise
the Harding American Studies Institute,''
said Dr. Bob Reely, director of the American
Studies program. He also said its purpose
is to stress American values and the sense
of heritage with great importance put on
free enterprise and the Americna economic
system.
The first meeting began with an introduction of members to Harding. Dr. Burks spoke
on the mission of Harding, then the new Harding video was viewed. Dr. Jim Carr, executive vice president, then spoke on the
purpose of the American Studies Institute.
Next, the group was asked for input and
ideas of improvements for the program. The
final item o.n the agenda was a private session with Senator Howard Baker, who spoke
in the American Studies Lecture series.

WE ATE THE APPLE!!
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Sleep, .exercise suggested ·s tress relievers
by Carolyn Holmes

paced business world, it is no wonder that
so many students can become overwhelmed.
Technically speaking, stress is defined as
any circumstances that threaten or are
perceived to threaten a person's well-being
and thereby-tax adaptive capabilities. Many
students, though, see it simply as a lack of
control over their lives.
"Stress is not feeling able to cope with
problems and situations adequately, or at
all," freshman Kirsten Truman interprets.
A sophomore business major further explains, "Stress is having too many problems
all at once."
Many also feel tension due to lack of time
to accomplish everything, or lack of free
time to themselves.
Junior Johnny Scott, whose activities include directing the marching band, several
clubs and singing groups, and the leading
male role in My Fair Lady, states, "Stress
is wanting to have one hour out of the day
to just sit on the front lawn and think, but
never finding that hour."
While grades, studying and test preparation play key roles in the tension of a college
student's life, personalfactors are eqlUllly,
if not more hindering to personal contentment. A great majority of college students
feel pressure in dealing with the opposite
sex, whether it's getting dates, or holding on
to a long-term relationship. Problems at
home, lack of money, and conflict with
friends only add to the overall disturbance
of a comfortable lifestyle.
Interestingly enough, a vast majority of
students surveyed admitted that some or all
of their stress was self-imposed. Students
site that a certain amount of stress

Bison staff writer

A freshman from Oregon gazes helplessly around her dorm room during orientation
week. She misses her friends and family
more than she ever thought possible. What
am I doing so far from home? she asks
herself. How will I ever deal with this? Little does she know homesickness will prove
to be the least of her worries.
Classes begin, and she realizes that that
15 minutes a week she studied last year
aren't going to cut it here. Club mixers bombard her schedule, she's quickly exhausting
her money supply, she hasn't had a date
since she got to school, and her roommate
is a Weird AI fan who talks on the phone until 4 a.m. "I don't know what to do!" she
moans. "It's just too much all at once!"
Meanwhile, across campus, a junior gulps
down a microwave pizza and dashes off to
his band practice. He is the president of
three activities, works 20 hours a week, and
plays on two sports teams. All of this is on
top of his classes. He gets about three hours
of sleep a night, plus half an hour in chapel
the next morning. " I know I shouldn't try to
do so much," he admits, "but there's so
much I want to be involved in!"
While these two students face different
sets of problems day to day, the condition is
one they share, not only with each other, but
with thousands of college students nationwide. It results in physical and emotional
discomfort, and can often lead to much
greater problems down the road, such as
heart disease and ulcers. This malady is
called stress.
To keep up with the changing times, people today are always striving to work harder,
look better, and gain more Since training for
a career provides the first view into this fast-
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motivates them to work harder and more effectively. It's when tension builds to colossal
proportions that motivation quicky turns into hopelessness. However, some say that
realizing they are ultimately in control of
their own tensions helps them to cope more
effectively.
"Nearly all stress is self-imposed," suggests Pam Flippo, a freshman. "You have
to choose whether you're going to let things
bother you or not."
"We're all required to take classes," adds
junior Christy Myers, "but the extra things
we involve ourselves in are by decision, and
if stress is the price, we should be willing to
pay it."
Dr. Joni Mackey of the counseling center
lists confusion, depression, mood changes,
irritability and lack of concentration as
some of the psychological symptoms of
stress. However, physical problems also frequently result.
Pat Rice, director of the student health
center, sees many students with stomach
problems, headaches, and exhaustion due to
to overexertion.
"Someone once used the example of feeling like she was on a moving swing, but her
feet couldn't reach the ground to stop it,"
Rice said. "Students today are smothered
by trying to do too much."
When it comes to dealing with stress, slowing down and looking at things realistically
are the most common suggestions of the
experts.
"People should always be striving to reach
a balance," Rice advises. "It's important to
be realistic as to what your body can take.
If you want to feel good, you can't overextend yourself."
Students surveyed listed several ways they
went about venting their frustrations. Expressing themselves creatively, through art
work, poetry, and music, for example, helps
them to relax. Some talk to friends, on campus or back home, go for a drive, sleep or
commune with nature. Prayer also provides
an outlet for frustration and other dif-

ficulties, they have found.
Mackey lists 10 steps frequently recommended by the counseling center for stress
reduction:
1. Avoid minor irritations if possible.
2. Set aside time and do something nice for
yourself.
3. Practice positive self-talk ("I can do
this.'').
4. Find someone to talk to about your
situation.
5. Exercise for 30 minutes at least three
times a week.
6. Eat three healthy meals daily, limiting
salt, sugar, and caffeine. Be sure to include fruits and vegetables, proteins,
dairy produc~, and grains.
7. Learn some relaxation techniques, such
as deep breathing and visualization.
8. Get enough sleep.
9. Learn to manage your time wisely.
10. Learn to say "no" appropriately.
Luckily, many of the stress factors, faced
by college students, such as major tests and
personal conflicts, are relatively sbort-lived.
A few weeks or months later, a particular
problem has often run it's course.
"Many stresses are continual; for example, to do well in school and maintain healthy
relationships," Myers says, "But some situational stresses diminish over time or disappear when the problem is solved."
It has been said that "Yesterday's crisis
is today's routine,'' and many students agree
that situations are often less stressful the second time around.
Senior John D. Folding explains, "If I've
already been challenged by something, the
next time it comes up, I know how to deal
with it better."
Stress is, for most college students, an
unavoidable fact of life. However, there are
ways to cope before the problem gets out of
control. Keeping in mind his limits and
realizing that most setbacks are not permanent, one stands a far greater chance of
maintaining personal contentment through
whatever struggles he may face.
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Housecall

Dr. Mike Justus

Runny noses, sneezing show
allergy season in full bloom

TRADmONAL HONOR. President Dr. David Burks presents former U.S. Senator
Howard Baker with a plaque honoring him as an Arkansas Traveler. Senator Baker
spoke Monday, Sept. 24, as part of Harding's ongoing American Studies Lectureship
program.

Baker
by

discu~ses

foreign policy

nm Yates

Bison st;J/1 wriler

Howard H. Baker, Jr., former United
States Senator and Presidential Chief of
Staff, addressed an audience of approximately 2,000 people last Monday night in the
Benson Auditorium.
Baker, the second in this year's lineup of
American Studies speakers, spoke after giving a press conference and attending a dinner given by the American Studies Institute.
The former senator from Thnnessee began
his address by saying, "It's true, I am a Congressional brat!"
This was not an overstatement of his
political record. He was the first Republican
ever popularly elected to the U.S. Senate
from Thnnessee, an office he held for over
17 years:
He first won national recognition in 1973
as vice chairman of the Senate Watergate
Committee, and, in 1980, ran unsuccessfully for the Republican nomination for president. He was also the 1984 recipient of the
Presidential Medal of Freedom.
Baker's final political office began in
February of 1987, when President Reagan
appointed him Chief of Staff. Baker held that
office until his retirement from government
in July 1988.
Baker has returned to private life in
Tennessee as an attorney, and is currently
touring several cities and college campuses
around the nation.
During his address, Baker spoke first
about the role of U.S. foreign policy in the
Cold War. He said actions taken by the
Reagan administration to expand the
military, though extreme, were necessary
and vital in bringing the Cold War to an end.
"We proved we can and will take all
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measures to defend ourselves," he said.
Concerning Iraq, Baker. supported President Bush's actions in the Middle East, adding that Bush is "determined to succeed."
Baker stated that, contrary to many critics'
opinions, the United States is not in the Middle East to restore the Kuwaiti government
or to bring down gasoline prices, but to protect the interests of America and her allies.
Baker went on to discuss the institutional
arrangement of the American political
system. He commented on the current issue
of professional politicians, those Congresmen who make a career out of their offices. "A man shouldn't make Congress his
career," he said. "He should serve his time
and go on."
While Baker supports the idea of fewer
terms for Congressmen, he prefers it be a
matter of choice on the part on the individual politician, rather than a matter of
the law. He stated that the climate in
Washington is coming around to this point
of view.
Baker ended his address with a few closing comments on Harding and some words
of advice. President Burks presented Baker
with a plaque certifying him as an official
"Arkansas Traveler."
Student reaction to Baker was favorable.
"I think he did an excellent job," said Patty
Alvarenga, a sophomore business major
from Honduras. Jeff Olivet had mixed
feelings.
"I think Mr. Baker did a good job expressing the facts about current events,'' said
Olivet, a sophomore English major from
Tuscaloosa, Ala. "However, I felt he didn't
express enough of his own opinions."
Baker will continue his tour through the
end of next week, then return to his home
in Tennessee.
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TO REPRESENT YOU AS

ALDERMAN
Ward 4, Position 2
Searcy City Council

It's that time of year. Politicians are
running for office. Cross-country
teams are running for championships.
And noses are just running.
Allergy sufferers and politicians
both look forward to frosty mornings
in November...and both hope they can
survive the run-offs.
Allergic rhinitis, colloquially referred to as hay fever, affects more
than 40 million Americans. Familiar
symptoms may include sneezing,
nasal itching, congestion and or
rhinorrhea (runny nose). Fullness in
the ears, postnasal drainage and
cough may also be reported.
The syndrome of symptoms can be
triggered by any number of
microscopic allergens, i.e. pollens,
molds, animal dander, dust mite, etc.
Tree pollens act as offending agents
in the spring followed by various grass
pollens during the summer months.
Ragweed is predominate from late
summer until the first significant
frost. With the falling leaves of late
autumn molcl! become predominate.
While many suffer with allergic
rhinitis in a seasonal pattern, others
deal with symptoms year round.
Perennial allergic rhinitis can be
generated by exposure to house dust
mite and animal dander which are
continuously present.

Sensitization by repeated exposure
to an allergen is required before the
symptoms of allergic rhinitis present.
As a result, individuals who move to
new regions of the country and who
have never experienced symptoms
previously may develop allergic
rhinitis after living in the area during
several changes of season.
Mild symptoms are best managed
with antihistamines. Over the counter
preparations, such as chlorpheniramine (Chlor-Trimeton), are
readily available. Individuals who experience significant sedation with antihistamine products should consult a
physician about the use of Seldane, an
antihistamine product with less
sedating side-effect.
Salt water nose drops can be useful
in preserving the moisture of the
nasal caviites. Caution should be exercised when using nasal sprays with
vasoconstriction properties due to
their tendency f~ rebound swelling of
the mucosal membranes of the nose.
Individuals who suffer with severe
allergic rhinitis should consider
definitive testing to identify the offending allergens. Various methods for
allergy testing are available and can
be discussed with your personal
physician.

Congratulations to

KENWICK THOMPSON
NAIA Defensive Player of the Week
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AN OPEN LETIER TO ALL STUDENTS:
I have worked closely with Harding students for many years. I
believe I can relate to you and your health needs. As a former
Harding student, I understand medical problems for people like
you who are away from home. I stock many health-related items
in addition to prescription drugs. I think I have everything you
would need. Howver, if I don't have it, I'll order it for you.
Transferring your prescription from your home town pharmacy
will be no problem. Also, you may set up a charge account to
your parents and have your drug bills sent home. I believe our
service is tops; our prices fair and reasonable. Over the years,
we have become known as "the student's pharmacy." Please visit
or call anytime we can serve you.
Boyce Arnett, PD
Class of '66
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Language barrier tough for foreign students
by Trish Shanklin
Bison staff writer

Harding University's student body consists of 3,311 students and includes 130
students from 26 foreign countries. For these
men and women, adjusting to university life
is more than getting to know a roommate
and being away from parents.
Ingrid Cho, a student from Panama, says
the adjustment was difficult for her at first.
"The language was hard to adapt to... mostly
the slangs," said Cho. She commented that
when she first ar rived s he a s b~H.ant wben
talking to others because her pronunciations
-were different. When she arrived inAmerica
three years ago, Cho found conversations
confusing, but has since learned to contribute and enjoy speaking with others. Cho
has observed in America that Panamanian
girls are more conservative and the guys are
more "macho."
A Bible and psychology major from South
Africa, AJan Martin, said that one of the big·
gest differences between Harding and the
ot.her schools he had a ttended are the
qualified professors he has found here.
Martin said, ''The professors are more
humble. They bring Christian attitudes to
their classrooms."
He compared the personalities of the
teachers, saying that to be friends with instructors in South America one would have
to "crawl," but here they make a point of being friendly to everyone.
Tim Kroeker, a native of Vancouver
Island, Canada, said the adjustment for him
was not a great one. He described the difference between America and Canada as
"the difference between the north and the
south within the United States."
One variation Kroeker became aware of
after moving to the U.S. was that Americans
are "brought up with a strong patriotic
heritage. Canada is not as patriotic."
Senior nursing major Mai Ng from Kowtoon, Hong Kong, said the people here are
more open with !.heir feelings and are more
friendly lban those in her home country. She
also says the social aspect of dating is different than in Hong Kong.

looking for a
fraternity, sorority
or student organization that would
to
make
like
$500-$1,000 for a
one week oncampus marketing
proiect. Must be
organized and
hardworking.
Call Kevin (800)
592-2121, Ext. 110.

"In America people marry younger," she
said. She also said that people in her country do not go out on a date unless they have
known each other for a long time. Furthermore, most couples wait a year before they
begin to hold hands. Ng feels her biggest problem has been with the English language,
although she is becoming more fluent daily.
A common factor with all of these foreign
students is the variation in food.
Cho said, "I like to cook for myself but it
still doesn't always taste the same. You can't

get some of the things here that you can get
there."
Martin stated that the food is not too tough
to adjust to, but the cost of living is much
higher here than it is in South Mrica.
Ng said that her diet in Hong Kong usually consisted of rice and steamed food. She
now has had to adjust eating without
chopsticks and eating fried food.
Kroeker said the difference in clothing in
Canada and in the U.S. is minimal. He compared the styles, saying, "Clothes are as dif-

ferent between the two countries as Ontario
is different from British Columbia or New
York is different from Texas."
All agree that friends and family
members are missed. Martin added that the
church and its members that he left behind
are still in his thoughts. Kroeker said the
mountains and the oceans are also what he
would like to see again.
Cho misses many things but is "taking advantages of all my opportunities. I am enjoying my time here.''
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Welcomes All to Parents Weekend· ·

Enjoy the Weekly Special
i

October 5 through 12

THE MIGHTY BISON COMBO
Double Cheeseburger

French Fries

Medium Soda .

For Only
I

'
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$3.25
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